Morphologic scales and relative distances between lesions identified on Papanicolaou smears.
We fit a Gaussian-type curve to a nonmonotonic transform of initial arbitrarily given scales (pseudoscalar transform) of a two-way discrete classification table by maximizing the likelihood (entropy) and computing morphologic scales of clusters of objects identified by visual judgments. The scales give the relative distance between pairs of categories or states. Morphologic scales of histologic lesions (states) identified on Papanicolaou smears were computed from a confusion matrix consisting of 3,545 matched pairs of observations on Papanicolaou smears and colposcopically directed biopsies available from the Gynecologic Cytology Laboratory, University of Minnesota, between 1985 and 1987. The original (uncollapsed) confusion matrix consisted of eight cytologic categories and histologic states: normal plus atypical benign, reactive atypia (including condylomatous changes); mild, moderate and severe dysplasia; squamous carcinoma in situ; invasive squamous cell carcinoma; and other malignancies. The morphologic scales are expressed numerically, which reflects a degree of confusion between two diagnostic categories or states. Except for malignancies other than squamous cell carcinoma, morphologic scales of histologic states seen from cytology retained the order of clinical severity. We detected a high degree of confusion between severe dysplasia and carcinoma in situ. Malignancies other than squamous cell carcinoma fell between moderate and severe dysplasia. Such a transposition of the scales in this group containing adenocarcinoma was likely due to frequent association of adenocarcinoma with cervical intraepithelial neoplasia. Morphologic scales of cytologic categories seen from histology showed high degrees of confusion and transpositions between mild and moderate dysplasia and between severe dysplasia and carcinoma in situ.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)